


Annexure D 1

To
S.S.Wagh,
Sarpanch, Rampara-2,
Taluka- Jafarabad,Dist-Amreli.

Sub: - Regarding the pollution due to coal dust from UltraTech Thermal Power Plant.

Ref: -Your letter dated 10.08.2017

Sir,
This to inform you that the pointed questions raised by you is for Thermal Power Plant
situated at Kovaya. The current Public hearing is for proposed Limestone Mines at Babarkot
and it is a different project.

Yours truly
For UltraTech Cement Ltd.
Unit: Narmada Cement-Jafarabad Works

Authorized Signatory,
Cc:
The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar







Annexure D 2

To
President,
Shree Gouseva & Village Development Trust,
Varahswarup, Babarkot, Bhakodar,
Village –Lothpur,
Dist-Amreli,
Gujarat

Sub: - Regarding queries related to Public hearing to be held at M/S UltraTech Cement Ltd.,
Village:   Babarkot, Tal: Jafarabad 05.09.2017 for mining of limestone.

Ref: - Your letter dated 25.08.2017 addressed to the Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution
Control Board, Bhavnagar

Sir,
With respect to the above referred letter and mentioned subject, our clarifications are as
follows;

1 We assure that villagers that shall get sufficient time to put their points fearlessly
and sufficiently.
Further we ensure that we will abide by the decision of the district administration
regarding deployment of  police .

2 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being
conducted.
We are complying with all the stipulation in the earlier Environment Clearances and
submitting it to concerned authorities which are being verified from time to time.
We assure that we shall to continue our efforts toward environment protection,
health ,sanitation in in adjoining villages as we are doing now.

3 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being
conducted.
There is no hindrance in the way of the farm lands, Gauchar lands and Govt waste
lands as mentioned.
The pits were excavated as per the valid lease agreement & Mining Plan approved by
Govt. Authorities.

4 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being
conducted.
The mining lease is granted in only Babarkot Village and the mining work has been
carried out as per the approved documents and valid lease agreement.
No land of other villages than Babarkot was used for mining or any other activity.

5 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being
conducted.
The private lands involved in lease being purchased in a legal way from the owners

and mining was undertaken with their due consent and as per legal documents.
Also we are taking up all the efforts for protection of environment such as air, noise,
vibration and other polluting causes and no transporting vehicle carries material
than the permissible limit.

6 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being
conducted.



After the enactment of CRZ notification in 1991, the working in CRZ is completely
stopped.The area under CRZ is an integral part of the lease and have far reaching
out come for the life of the Cement Plant. The area will be put to use after the
clearance under CRZ notification with due consent of the  owners.

7 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being
conducted.
However, as part of our commitment for all-round development of the locality,
priority is given to local villagers in employment directly in the mines & Plant and
indirectly through different contractors. The contractor are also selected from local
villages.

Hope you will find above satisfactory

Yours truly
For UltraTech Cement Ltd.
Unit: Narmada Cement-Jafarabad Works

Authorized Signatory

Cc:
The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board with reference to letter No.
GPCB/RO/AMR-PH-470/926/2017 dated 29.08.2017 for kind information







Annexure D 3

To
Smt  Kadviben Punabhai Bhil
Member, Jilla Panchayat, Amreli
Village –Lothpur,
Dist-Amreli,
Gujarat

Sub: - Regarding queries related to Public hearing to be held at M/S UltraTech Cement Ltd.,
Village:   Babarkot, Tal: Jafarabad on 05.09.2017 for mining of limestone.
Ref: - Your letter dated 21.08.2017 addressed to the Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution
Control Board, Bhavnagar
Sir,
With respect to the above referred letter and mentioned subject, our clarifications are as
follows;

1 We assure that villagers that shall get sufficient time to put their points fearlessly and
sufficiently.
Further we ensure that we will abide by the decision of the district administration regarding
deployment of  police .

2 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being conducted.
We are complying with all the stipulation in the earlier Environment Clearances and
submitting it to concerned authorities which are being verified from time to time.
We assure that we shall to continue our efforts toward environment protection, health
,sanitation in in adjoining villages as we are doing now.

3 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being conducted.
There is no hindrance in the way of the farm lands, Gauchar lands and Govt waste lands as
mentioned.
The pits were excavated as per the valid lease agreement & Mining Plan approved by Govt.
Authorities.

4 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being conducted.
The mining lease is granted in only Babarkot Village and the mining work has been carried
out as per the approved documents and valid lease agreement.
No land of other villages than Babarkot was used for mining or any other activity.

5 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being conducted.
The private lands involved in lease being purchased in a legal way from the owners and

mining was undertaken with their due consent and as per legal documents.
Also we are taking up all the efforts for protection of environment such as air, noise,
vibration and other polluting causes and no transporting vehicle carries material than the
permissible limit.

6 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being conducted.
After the enactment of CRZ notification in 1991, the working in CRZ is completely
stopped.The area under CRZ is an integral part of the lease and have far reaching out come
for the life of the Cement Plant. The area will be put to use after the clearance under CRZ
notification with due consent of the  owners.

7 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being conducted.



There is no adverse effect to the costal creature and we are taking adequate protective
measures to restore the bio-diversity such as mangrove plantation, Afforestation and
creation of artificial water body etc.
As per the study conducted by the Wildlife Institute of India(WII), Dehradun this area in not
an established Wildlife corridor and no potential to be one in future.
The wildlife is not permanent resident but only passerby. We have taken adequate protective
measures in collaboration with the Forest department for their conservation.

8 We are taking adequate ameliorative measures to recharge fresh water through Rain Water
Harvesting ponds and recharge wells to augment the water quality and quantity. At present
working is 500 mtrs away from the coast with no impact on costal biodiversity.

9 The point is not directly related to the project for which public hearing is being conducted.
However, as part of our commitment for all-round development of the locality, priority is
given to local villagers in employment directly in the mines & Plant and indirectly through
different contractors. The contractor are also selected from local villages.

Hope you will find above satisfactory

Yours truly
For UltraTech Cement Ltd.
Unit: Narmada Cement-Jafarabad Works

Authorized Signatory

Cc:
The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board with reference to letter No.
GPCB/RO/AMR-PH-470/927/2017 dated 29.08.2017 for kind information.







Annexure D 4

To
Paryavaran Mitra
502, Raj Avenue, Bhaikakanagar Road
Thaltej, Ahmedabad - 380059
Telefax - 079-26851321
email - paryavaranmitra@yahoo.com
website - www.paryavaranmitra.org.inv

Sub: - Environmental Public Hearing of M/s UltraTech Cement Limited (Mine Lease Area
49.8454 Ha) At Survey No. 110/1, 111/1, 111/2, 112/1, 114, 119/1, 126/1, 101, 102/1,
102/2, 102/1/1, 105, Village: Babarkot, Ta: Jafarabad, Dist. Amreli to be scheduled on
September 5, 2017

Sir,
With respect to the above referred letter and mentioned subject, our clarifications are as
follows;

1 When was mine lease permitted to this
mine from government? Please give a copy
of it.

The details are given in Draft EIA report and is
available in the GPCB website

2 Whether mining lease has consent to
establish and operate from GPCB under
various acts? Please give copy of it?

It shall be taken after grant of Environment
Clearance.

3 What will be the impact on land and air
pollution from this mine to surrounding
agriculture and drinking water source?

We are taking all precautionary measures
during mining operation.
No impact on land and air pollution.

4 Transportation is an integral part of
mining operation. Whether company has
provided facilities in terms of rest area,
canteen and sanitary facility for truck
drivers? If yes please give details.

All facilities will be provided as per statutory
provisions.

5 Please give exact dates of ambient air
quality, surface water, ground water, noise
monitoring and soil quality monitoring.

Details already given in Draft EIA report in
page No 68.

6 EIA reports mentions baseline
environmental scenario for that area. We
strongly demand that post project
monitoring of air, water and soil samples
must be done.so that actual damage can
be assessed.

Noted



7 Please justify that 0.5 KLD of water for
domestic purpose sufficient for total
employees?

All Existing facilities in the nearby lease will
be utilized and so water requirement will be
less.

8 Please provide the land area proposed
for the greenbelt development.

7.00 Ha

9 Is there any cost-benefit analysis
carried out for proposed upgradation
project’s benefits vs loss of ecosystem
including flora, fauna and vegetation?

Draft EIA report is prepared as per points
given in TOR by SEAC, Gujarat.

10 What will be the impact of temporary
housing availed by labors during
construction phase on surrounding
environment?

Available infrastructures will be utilized.

11 How many LOCAL people will get
employment through this project?
Please give classification of skilled and
unskilled manpower.

Preference shall be given to local people as
per their eligibility.

12 What will be action plan for
socioeconomic development of an area
by project proponent?

Already CSR activities are going on and
shall be done accordingly.

13 What activities industry will take up as
a part of CSR and what will be the
budget for it?

Already CSR activities are going on and
shall be done accordingly. Already given in
the Draft EIA report.

14 Please give detail list of people who will
be responsible for implementation of
EMP?

Draft EIA has been prepared by QCI-NABET
accredited consultant.

Hope you will find above satisfactory

Yours truly
For UltraTech Cement Ltd.
Unit: Narmada Cement-Jafarabad Works

Authorized Signatory

Cc:
The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar.
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Annexure D 5

To
The Head,
Ashutosh Foundation,
Jafarabad.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 6

To
Baghubahi ji Solanki
President Nagarpalika,
Jafarabad

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 7

To
Sarpanch
Shri Bhkoder Gram Panchayat,
Taluka-Jafarabad,
Dist-Amreli

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 8

To
Debuben Dayabhai Makwana,
Head, Taluka Panchayat,
Jafarabad
Taluka-Jafarabad,
Dist- Amreli

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 9

To
The Head,
Kamdhenu Gaoseva Trust –Jafarabad,
Taluka-Jafarabad,
Dist- Amreli

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 10

To
Karanbhai Bhagavanbhai Baraiya
President, Taluka panchayat-Jafarabad
Taluka-Jafarabad,
Dist- Amreli

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 11

To
JETHUBEN BHMGAWANBHAI BAMBHANIYA
SARPACH SHREE
Mitiyala Gram Panchayat

Taluka-Jafarabad,
Dist- Amreli

Sir,
We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc:The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 12

To
SARPACH SHREE,
SAROVADA BHATWADAR JUTH GRAM PANCHAYAT
Taluka-Jafarabad,
Dist- Amreli

Sir,
We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 13

To
SARPACH SHREE,
Shri Vandh Gram Panchayat
Taluka-Jafarabad,
Dist- Amreli

Sir,
We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 14

To
SARPACH SHREE,
Varahswarup Seva Sadan Gram Panchayat,
Taluka-Jafarabad,
Dist- Amreli

Sir,
We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 15

To
Hasmukh Vora
24, Gopinath Society
Amroli, Surat

Sir,
Our answers are as follows:

 The detail of CSR fund has been given in draft EIA report
 Emergency preparedness and risk mitigation plan has been given in draft EIA report.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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નકલ રાવાના o �ાદ�શીક અિધકાર�, �જુરાત ��ુષણ િનય�ંણ બોડ�, ભાવનગર 

 

  



Annexure D 16

To,
Sarpanch Shree,
Babarkot Gram Panchayat,
Babarkot, Amreli.

Sir,
Followings are our submission.

Private land falling within the mining lease has been purchased by mutual agreement
between seller and buyer.
There is no effecton agriculture activity due to mining activity in surrounding area as
operations are carried out through ecofriendly surface minor and controlled drilling
blasting.
In the Unit, maximum employees are from Babarkot village and Preference is given to the
local people for Employment as per their eligibility.
More than 80 % local people are employed in the Unit.

As company is providing maximum employment people from Babarkot village, and this
comment does not stand valid.
As per record, maximum contractors are from Babarkot village.
land has been purchased by mutual consent between seller and buyer
Mining operations are carried out as per the norms of Govt. The plant has latest technology
to and water sprinkling is done wherever necessary to suppress the dust at source, in
mines the operations are carried out through ecofriendly surface minor and controlled
drilling blasting. Hence there will be no impact into the surrounding area and utmost care
will be taken.
Unit is planting trees every year in surrounding area as per planning to maintain
ecosystem.

Company is abiding all applicable rules and regulation as per Government and unit is
following all environmental norms.

In view of the above, your observations are not appropriate.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 17

To,
Godadbhai Panchabhai Sankhat
Post: Babarkot, Ta: Jafarabad
Dist. Amreli

Sir,

We welcome your suggestions. As the matter is sub-judice, the answer can only be given in
court.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar













Annexure D 18

To

Debi Goenka,
Executive Trustee
5 Sahakar Bhavan, 1st Floor
LBS Marg, Narayan Nagar
Ghatkopar (West) Mumbai 400086

1 The PP may kindly furnish the copy of
approved CZMP Map demarcating the project
boundaries.

Area is about 1.4 Km away from CRZ line

2 Are all the TORs granted by SEAC, Gujarat
complied with?

Yes

3 Is the draft EIA report in line with the EIA
guidelines for mining projects as specified by
the MoEF & CC?

Yes, it is as per the EIA guideline.

4 The project proponent has submitted
proposals for 2 mines separately i.e. one for
48.84 Ha and the other for the area of 14.2045
Ha. The distance between the proposed
projects is hardly 25 meters. This should not
be allowed and the two proposals need to be
considered as a single mine project.

Two separate mining leases granted by
the State Govt. The distance between 2
leases is more than 500 meter. It is given
in Draft EIA.

5 Kindly furnish the details of the
comprehensive impact assessment carried out
for the proposed mines.

Details given in the Draft EIA report.

6 It is not clear why the proposed project was
evaluated by SEAC. As per the EIA Notification
2006, the mining lease involving more than 50
ha of lease area should be apprised by the
EAC (Non-Coal Mining).

Lease area is below 50.00 Ha.

7 Is this an expansion of the already existing
mine of Narmada Cement – Jafarabad Mines
since several studies of the same are used in
the draft EIA report? Is mining ongoing on the
Narmada Cement – Jafarabad Mines?

Two separate mining leases granted by
the State Govt.

8 Kindly furnish the details along with the GPS
Coordinates of the mines already closed and
functional in 10 km. radius of the proposed
mine

Details given in Draft EIA report.

9 Are there Cumulative Impact Assessment
studies carried out for all the mining,
industries and activities in 10 km. radius? If
yes, kindly furnish us with the copy of the
same. If no, please specify the reasons for the
same.

Assessment available in the draft EIA
report.



10 Kindly furnish the dimensions of all the
settling tanks proposed to be used to treat
water. What will be the capacity of each of the
tanks?

There will be no generation of waste
water due to mining activities.

11 Has the mining already commenced in the
proposed mining lease area? Kindly furnish
the current land use pattern of the proposed
mining lease area.

Mining shall be commenced after
fulfilling all the statutory requirements.

12 Is any forest land involved in the proposed
project area? Has the project proponent
sought clearance from the Forest Department?

No Forest land involved in the proposed
area.

13 Does the project fall in any ESZ of any
protected areas? Kindly furnish the studies
and reports referred to

No

14 What would be the implications of the
proposed project on the ground water table?
Kindly furnish the studies undertaken to
study the impacts.

Details given in Draft EIA report.

15 Would there be any mining operations that
will be carried out during the night time?

Working proposed only in day hours.

16 Please furnish the working hours of the mine
and the time during which activities like
blasting etc. will take place.

Working proposed only in day hours and
Details given in Draft EIA report

17 How will the mineral be transported? What
mechanisms will be used to suppress the dust
during transport of the ores? Are there any
roads or railway proposed to be built to
provide connectivity to this region?

Details given in the draft EIA report.

18 What measures would be used to suppress the
dust on the wheels of the trucks that will be
used to transport the ore?

Dust suppression in the haul road will be
done by water sprinkling .

19 The proposed mine would provide the
materials to UltraTech Cement Plant. What is
the distance between the lease area and the
proposed plant? What would be the mode of
transport that will be used to transport the
material?

Details given in the draft EIA report.

20 Have proposals for expansion of the Cement
Plant been submitted? If yes, kindly provide us
with the details

No

21 What would be the impact of the proposed
mine on the mangroves, mudflats, saltpans
and creek areas?

As the rea is about 1.4 Km away from
CRZ line, there will be no impact.

22 What is the distance of the proposed mine
from the mangroves, mudflats, and salt pans?

Given in the draft EIA report.

23 What is the distance of the UltraTech Cement Given in the draft EIA report.



Plant from the mangroves, mudflats, and salt
pans? Kindly provide the GPS Coordinates of
the UltraTech Cement Plant.

24 Kindly furnish the cumulative impact
assessment report of the proposed mine and
the cement plant on the ecologically sensitive
areas.

Given in the draft EIA report.

25 Would the proposed mining activities cause
saline ingress in the coastal areas? Kindly
provide the studies and reports relied upon/
used.

Working is proposed above the ground
water table. So no impact on salinity .

26 Would the mining lease affect the ground
water table as the rain water would be diverted
and drained from the proposed mine area?
Kindly furnish

Excavated pit shall be used for rainwater
harvesting pond.

27 How will be overburden be dumped during the
functioning of the mine? How would the
overburden be rehabilitated post closure of the
mine? What measures will be taken to
suppress dust from the overburden?

Mining will be done as per approved
Mining Plan.

28 Will there be any diversion of natural streams
or nullahs due to the proposed project? If yes,
please furnish the details of the nullahs that
will be diverted and the downstream impact of
the same.

No

29 Please furnish the details of the expected
deterioration of the water quality due to the
proposed mining activities. What are the
proposed mitigation measures for the same?

Working is proposed above the ground
water table. So no deterioration of water
quality.

30 How will the settling tanks be in used in rainy
season?

Water will be accumulated in mined out
pits.

31 How would the silt settled in the settling pond
be used and disposed of after the mine has
been phased out?

Water will be accumulated in mined out
pits and as per requirement, the pond
will be de-silted.

32 What would be the possibility of seepage and
contamination of ground water due to the
proposed mine, settling tank and other
activities? What are the mitigation measures
proposed for the same?

Working is proposed above the ground
water table.

33 Would the project proponent lay any pipes in
the proposed project area? If yes, kindly
provide the details of the layout of these pipes.

Not required.

34 During the runoff of water, what would be the
impact of the overburden and ore that will flow
along with the runoff on downstream?

There is no overburden in the proposed
mining area. Rain water is accumulated
in the mining pit through garland drain.

35 Was the EIA study conducted for all seasons?
If the EIA study was conducted for only one

EIA study conducted for one season as
per norm.



season, please furnish the reasons for the
same.

36 How many man days were spent in the field
for conducting the EIA study?

Three months.

37 Kindly furnish all the field notes, the details of
the members who conducted the study and all
the reports and pictures of the site visits.

Details given in the draft EIA report.

38 Please furnish the details of the biodiversity
studies including the species of birds,
mammals, reptiles, and amphibians etc. found
in the lease area and study area. Details of the
species of flora found in the mine lease area
and the study area? Kindly furnish the field
notes and studies conducted to estimate the
wildlife movement in this area.

Given in the draft EIA report and studies
done as  per points given in TOR by
SEAC, Gujarat.

39 Are there any near threatened, vulnerable,
endangered, critically endangered species of
flora and fauna found in the area? Please
furnish full details of same.

Flora fauna study was carried out and
given in the EIA report.

40 Are there any species under Schedule I and II
of the Wild Life Protection Act (1972) observed
in the area? Please furnish full details of same.

Given in the EIA report and also
Conservation Plan submitted to DFO for
approval.

41 Are there any wildlife corridors near the site? No.
42 Kindly furnish the details of the mitigation

measures proposed to reduce the impact of the
proposed projects on the biodiversity and flora
and the environment.

Flora fauna study was carried out and
given in the EIA report.

43 What would be the impact of the vibrations
and noise due to blasting activities on the
movement of wildlife and surrounding forests
and village hamlets? Please furnish the models
used to study the impact of the same.

Mining will be done by the eco - friendly
surface minor method and in the hard
strata blasting will be done. Blasting
study done by CMRI, Control blasting by
using NONEL technology hence there is
less generation of vibration and noise
during blasting

44 Have there been any site visits conducted by
the Forest Department or any authorities.
Details of the same and copies of the site visit
Reports may please be furnished.

There is no forest land involved in the
proposed mining lease area.

45 Details of the legal status of the land proposed
to be diverted for mining purposes.

Details given in the draft EIA report.

46 Who owns the land proposed to be diverted for
mining?

Details given in the draft EIA report.

47 Has the consent from the farmers in the areas
surrounding the area to be mined been taken?

More than 90% area is in the name of
UltraTech Cement Ltd. And balance land
will be purchased by the mutual consent
with the owners.

48 Kindly furnish the details of the possible Details given in the Draft EIA



impact on the livelihoods of the people in the
surrounding areas.

49 Kindly furnish the details of the plant species
to be used for plantation and greenbelt
development.

Details given in the Draft EIA

50 Will there be any housing facilities for the
workers of the mines?

All facilities will be provided as per
statutory provisions.

51 Would there be any cooking facilities provided
to the workers of the mine? Kindly provide all
the details.

All facilities will be provided as per
statutory provisions.

52 Kindly furnish the details of the washrooms
and sewage treatment proposed for the area.

Waste water generated from domestic
activities will be disposed through soak
pit/ septic tank.

53 Kindly furnish us with the copy of the detailed
disaster management plan along with the exit
plans.

Given in the draft EIA report

54 Kindly furnish us with the details of the risk
assessment for the proposed project.

Given in the draft EIA report

55 Please furnish the Restoration &
Rehabilitation plan of people since blasting is
proposed to be used for mining. Also, please
furnish the details of the blasting study etc.
carried out by the project proponent for the
proposed mine.

More than 90% area is in the name of
UltraTech Cement Ltd.

Blasting study done by CMRI. Copy given
in the draft EIA report.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 19

To,
Shree Anakbhai C Sankhat
Babarkot Gram Panchayat
Babarkot, Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,
Proposed mining lease has been granted from State Government and mining will be done
within mining lease only.
There is no Gauchar Land involved in proposed mining lease.
The proposed project has not been started and this question is not related to this proposed
project.

Due precautions will be taken for suppression of dust at source.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 20

To,
Shree Anakbhai C Sankhat
Babarkot Gram Panchayat
Babarkot, Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

All Operations are carried out as per norms of pollution control board therefore, these
observations are not appropriate.
As the matter is sub-judice it is not appropriate to make any comment.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 21

To,
Shree Anakbhai C Sankhat
Babarkot Gram Panchayat
Babarkot, Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,
Proper fencing is being done around the mining area. Wild life conversation plan has been
prepared and appropriate mitigation measures shall be takenwill be prepared with the help
of Forest Department.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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�ાદ�શીક અિધકાર�, �જુરાત ��ુષણ િનય�ંણ બોડ�, ભાવનગર 

 

  



Annexure D 22

To,
Shree Anakbhai C Sankhat
Babarkot Gram Panchayat
Babarkot, Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

Mining will be done as per rules and regulations specified by Government and all the
necessary precautions shall be taken care off.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ ;LP Z# o 
 
5|lTzL4 
zL DCFU]HZFT NXGFD UF[:JFDL DCFD\0/ 
HFOZFAFNP 
TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
 
સાહ�બ %ી4 
 

આપે અમારા પયા�વરણ ના ર7ણ અને િવકાસ કાયaને Eબરદાnયા એ બદલ નમ�દા િસમેOટ –-ફરાબાદ  

વક�સ તરફથી તમારો આભાર માનીએ છ�એ અને ભિવUય મા ંપણ  અમે આવા કાયa  

ચાo ુરાખીpુ.ં આપના સહકાર ની અપે7ા રાખીએ છ�એ. 

 

આભાર સહ, 

 

 
અિધ�ૃત સ�હકતા� 
 

નકલ રાવાના o 

�ાદ�શીક અિધકાર�, �જુરાત ��ુષણ િનય�ંણ બોડ�, ભાવનગર 

 

  



Annexure D 23

To,
Shree Mahagujarat Dashnam Goswami Mahamandal
Jafarabad
District, Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

એને7ર ડ�-૨૪o 

 
�િત%ી, 

મ�હપત િસlહ બી વmુ  

સરપચં %ી   

કાગવદર 5ામ પચંાયત  

ગામ: કાગવદર  ,તા:  -ફરાબાદ 

Ggલો   :અમર�લી  

 

મારા �?ો ના જવાબ નીચ ે:જુબ છે 

!P કંપની Sવારા યોગયતા :જુબ +થાિનક લોકો ને રોજગાર� આપવા મા ંઆવે છે. 

ZP ભિવUય મા ંકંપની bારા કરવામા ંઆવતી CSR �LિૃM ઘાસચારા ની સગવડતા ની માગંણીને તમાર� સાથે રહ� 

િવચાર કરવામા ંઆવશેP  

૩P આપસી સહમિત :જુબ જમીન સપંાદન કરવામા ંઆવેલ છે. 

૪P કંપની bારા મેડ�કલ ક�rપ (ુ ંઅને અrsલુOસ (ુ ંઆયોજન કર�લ છે[P 

૫P કંપની bારા કરવામા ંઆવતી �LિૃM મા ંિશ7ણ અને શાળા િવકાસ નો સમાવેંશ કરવામા ંઆવશે  

આ ઉપરાતં ગામલોકો ને સાથે રાખી અને જV�રયાત :જુબ ની �LિૃM કરવાનો Jરુતો �ય^ન કરવામા ં

આવશે. 
 

આભાર સહ, 

 
અિધ�ૃત સ�હકતા� 

નકલ રાવાના o �ાદ�શીક અિધકાર�, �જુરાત ��ુષણ િનય�ંણ બોડ�, ભાવનગર 

 

  



Annexure D 24

To,
Mahipatsinh B. Varu
Sarpanch
Kagvadar Gram Panchayat
District, Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,
Your queries are not related to proposed project, however, Following are our submission:
Regarding employment, Preference will be given to the local people as per eligibility criteria.

As our practice all CSR Activity is being by mutual consent with the villagers we shall
include fodder distribution in our CSR activity in future.

In CSR activity we have repaired the village road in your village, provided medical cap. And
completed drinking water pipeline work as per your consent.

All further CSR activity is being done with mutual consent with villagers

Education and development of school will be included in future CSR Activity.

We welcome your valuable suggestion and these will be taken care in future

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

એને7ર ડ�-૨૫o 

 
�િત%ી, 

પuભુાઈ  બી વmુ , સરપચં %ી   

બાલાનીવાવ 5ામ પચંાયત  

ગામ : બાલાનીવાવ  ,તા:  -ફરાબાદ 

Ggલો   :અમર�લી  

 
મારા �?ો ના જવાબ નીચ ે:જુબ છે 

 કંપની Sવારા યોગયતા :જુબ +થાિનક લોકો ને રોજગાર� આપવા મા ંઆવે છે. 

 ભિવUય મા ંકંપની bારા કરવામા ંઆવતી CSR �LિૃM ઘાસચારા ની સગવડતા ની માગંણીને તમાર� સાથે રહ� 

િવચાર કરવામા ંઆવશેP  

 કંપની bારા મેડ�કલ ક�rપ (ુ ંઅને અrsલુOસ (ુ ંઆયોજન કર�લ છે[P 

 કંપની bારા કરવામા ંઆવતી �LિૃM મા ંિશ7ણ અને શાળા િવકાસ નો સમાવેંશ કરવામા ંઆવશે  

આ ઉપરાતં ગામલોકો ને સાથે રાખી અને જV�રયાત :જુબ ની �LિૃM કરવાનો Jરુતો �ય^ન કરવામા ં

આવશે. 
 

આભાર સહ, 

 
અિધ�ૃત સ�હકતા� 

નકલ રાવાના o 

�ાદ�શીક અિધકાર�, �જુરાત ��ુષણ િનય�ંણ બોડ�, ભાવનગર 

 

  



Annexure D 25

To,
Pratapbhai B. Varu
Sarpanch
Balanivav Gram Panchayat
Balanivav, Jafarabad
Amreli

Sir,
Your queries are not related to proposed project, however, Following are our submission
Regarding employment, Preference will be given to the local people as per eligibility criteria.

As our practice all CSR Activity is being by mutual consent with the villagers we shall
include fodder distribution in our CSR activity in future.

In CSR activity we have repaired the village road in your village, provided medical cap. And
completed drinking water pipeline work as per your consent.

All further CSR activity is being done with mutual consent with villagers

Education and development of school will be included in future CSR Activity.

We welcome your valuable suggestion and these will be taken care in future

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP Z&o 
 
5|lTzL4 
5C]EF. ALP J~ 
;Z5\RzL  
AF,FGLJFJ U|FD 5\RFIT4 
UFD o AF,FGLJFJ4 
TFPHFOZFAFNP 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
DF.GL\U NZdIFG DF.G lJ:TFZGL VFH]AFH] O[g;L\U SZJFDF\ VFJX[ H[YL  JgI 5|F6LVM DF.GL\U 
lJ:TFZDF\ VFJL HFI GCL VG[  JgI 5|F6LVMGF ;\Z1F6 DF8[  S\5GL £FZF H\U, BFTF ;FY[ D/LG[ 
;\Z1F6 IMHGF AGFJJFDF\ VFJX[P  
 
S\5GL £FZF SZJFDF\ VFJTL ;LPV[;PVFZP 5|J'lTDF\ UFDGF ,MSM ;FY[ D/L T[DGL H~ZLIFT 
D]HAGL 5|J'lTVMG[ ;FD[, SZJFDF\ VFJX[P 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 26

To,
Pahu bhai B. Varu
Sarpanch
Balanivav Gram Panchayat
Balanivav, Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,
Your queries are not related to proposed project, however, following are our submission

Proper fencing is done around the mining area so that, wild animal should not enter the
mining premises.
As our practice all CSR Activity is being by mutual consent with the villagers

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP Z*o 
 
5|lTzL4 
5IF"JZ6 VG[ 5|S'lT Z1FSÊ;\W4 
UFD o J0GUZ4 
TFPSM0LGFZP 
lH<,M o ULZ ;MDGFYP 
 
આપને જણાવવા(ુ ંક� માઈનHગ લીઝ મા ંઆવેલી તમામ ખાનગી જમીન વેચાણ આપનાર માલીક અને ખર�દ 

કરનાર બનેં ની પર+પર અને  Jણૂ� સમKુતી થી વેચાણ રાખવામા ંઆવેલી છે. માઈનHગ �LિૃM ઈકો N�Oડલી સરફ�સ 

માયનર અને કં*ોલ PલાQ+ટRગ પSSતી થી કરવામા ંઆવ ેછે. Tિુનટ મા ંમહતમ બાબરકોટ ગામ ના િનવાસી ને 

રોજગાર� આપવામા ંઆવેલી છે આમ છતા ંભિવUય મા ંજVર�રયાત �માણે જયાર� ભરતી કરવામા ંઆવશે યોWયતા 

ને Sયાને લઈ +થાનીક િનવાસીઓ ને �ાધOય આપવામા ંઆવશે. હાલના સમય મા ં૮૦% કમ�ચાર� +થાિનક 

છે.આથી આપનો +થાિનકો ને રોજગાર� ના આપવાનો આ7પે હક�કત નથી. 

માઈનHગ �LિૃM સરકાર� %ી ના િનયમો અને કા(નૂો ને પાલન કર� કરવામા ંઆવે છે. તમેજ  [લાOટ મા ંઅ\તન 

ટ�કનોલોG નો ઉપયોગ કરવામા ંઆવ ેછે. ડ+ટ ��ુષણ અટકાવવા માટ� ઉ^પિત ના +થાનો ઉપર જ ડ+ટ રોકવામા ં

આવે છે. િનયિમત પાણી નો છટંકાવ કરવામા ંઆવે છે. આથી આKુબાKુ ના રહ�ણાકં િવ+તાર ઉપર નકારા^મક 

અસર ના પડ� તેમજ આ બાબતે Jરુ_ ુ ંSયાન રાખવામા ંઆવશે. Tિુનટ ખાણ અને આસપાસ ના િવ+તાર મા ં`7ુા 

રોપણ કર� પય�વરણ ના જતન ના કયa કર� છે. કંપની સરકર %ી ના િનયમ કા(નુો (ુ ંપાલન કરવા માટ� બધંાયેલી 

છે તેમજ Tિુનટ એOવાયરમેOટલ કા(નુ (ુ ંપાલન કર� રહ�લ છે. આમ આપ bારા જણાવવામા ંઆવેલ તcયો યોWય 

નથી. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

ખાણકામ �દવસ દરિમયાન જ કરવામા ંઆવશે. જV�રયાત :જુબ ફ�OસHગ કરવામા ંઆવશે કંપની મેડ�કલ ક�rપ 

અને એrPTલુOસ ની Cિુવધા આપે જ છે. અમાર� શાળા મા ં૯૦% થી વધાર� િવ\ાથw કંપની િસવાય ના +થાિનક 

આKુબાKુ ના ગામડાઓ માથંી લવેામા ંઆવે છે. 

કંપની તમામ Cરુ7ા િનયમો (ુ ંસખતાઈ થી પાલન કર� છે.કંપની પોતાના / િનયમ કા(નૂો છે તે સરકાર� કાયદા 

ઓ ના અસરકારક અમલ માટ� છે.  

 
આભાર સહ, 

 
અિધ�ૃત સ�હકતા� 

નકલ રાવાના o 

�ાદ�શીક અિધકાર�, �જુરાત ��ુષણ િનય�ંણ બોડ�, ભાવનગર 

 

  



Annexure D 27

To,
Paryavaran & Prakruti Rakshak Sangh
Vill: Vadnagar, Ta: Kodinar,
Dist: Gir Somnath.

Sir,

Private land falling within the mining lease has been purchased by mutual agreement
between seller and buyer.
There is no effect on agriculture activity due to mining activity in surrounding area as
operations are carried out through ecofriendly surface minor and controlled drilling
blasting.
In the Unit, maximum employees are from Babarkot village and Preference is given to the
local people for Employment as per their eligibility. More than 80 % local people are
employed in the Unit.

As company is providing maximum employment people from Babarkot village, and this
comment does not stand valid.As per record, maximum contractors are from Babarkot
village.land has been purchased by mutual consent between seller and buyerMining
operations are carried out as per the norms of Govt. The plant has latest technology to and
water sprinkling is done wherever necessary to suppress the dust at source, in mines the
operations are carried out through ecofriendly surface minor and controlled drilling
blasting. Hence there will be no impact into the surrounding area and utmost care will be
taken.Unit is planting trees every year in surrounding area as per planning to maintain
ecosystem.

Company is abiding all applicable rules and regulation as per Government and unit is
following all environmental norms.Mining will be done as per approved mining plan.
Company will conduct mining activity during the day only in proposed mining
project.Fencing around the mining area will be done as and where required.Company is
providing Medical Camps and Ambulance already.
More than 90 % of the students in our school are from local nearby villages. Education and
development of school will be included in future CSR Activity. Company is following all the
safety norms specified by government and our own safety norms are stringent than the
government norms.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP Z(o 
 
5|lTzL4 
VF.P8LPVF.P V[S8LlJ:8 V[;M;LV[XG4 
TFPHFOZFAFNP 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
સાહ�બ%ી, 

તમારા �?ોના જવાબ નીચ ે:જુબ છે. 

આ લોક Cનુાવણી ૧૪.૨૦૪૫ હ�. માટ� નથી. 

 
જમીન બાબત ની િવગતો E.I.A ર�પોટ�  મા ંઆપવામા ંઆવેલી છે  

જયાર� ભરતી કરવામા ંઆવશે યોWયતા ને Sયાને લઈ +થાનીક િનવાસીઓ ને �ાધOય આપવામા ંઆવશે. હાલના 

સમય મા ં૮૦% કમ�ચાર� +થાિનક છે. એxnુડ માઈનHગ [લાન �માણ ેમાઈનHગ કરવામા ંઆવશે. તેમજ  પાણી 

ના બચાવ , પય�વરણ (ુ ંર7ણ  અને જતન કરLુ ં, yળૂ ના રજકણો સામે   પગલા ,  ઓzપેુશનલ હ�gથ, Cરુ7ા, 

સી એસ આર,હ�રત પ{ા નો િવકાસ વગેર� બાબતો ઈ આઈ એ ર�પોટ�  મા ંદશ�વવા મા ંઆવેલી છે.   

 
 

આભાર સહ, 

 
અિધ�ૃત સ�હકતા� 

નકલ રાવાના o 

�ાદ�શીક અિધકાર�, �જુરાત ��ુષણ િનય�ંણ બોડ�, ભાવનગર 

 

  



Annexure D 28

To,
Shree R.T.I. Activist Association
Jafarabad, Amreli.

Sir,
Following are the answers for your questions:

Public hearing is not for 14.2045 Ha

Land detail has been given in draft EIA

More than 80 % employees are from local villages and Preference to the local people will be
given as per eligibility criteria.

Mining will be done as per approved Mining Plan and all activities related with the water
conservation, environment protection, precautions against salinity increase, dust
suppression at source, occupational health, safety, CSR, in surrounding village,
development of green belt will be done as per the guidelines of the government and are
mentioned in the EIA report.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP Z) o 
 
5|lTzL4 
DlC5Tl;\C ALP J~ 
;Z5\RzL  
SFUJNZÊU|FD 5\RFIT4 
UFD o SFUJNZ4 
TFPHFOZFAFNP 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
VF 5|`G ;]lRT 5|MH[S8 DF8[ ,FU] 50TM GYLP DF.GL\U NZdIFG DF.G lJ:TFZGL VFH]AFH] 
O[g;L\U SZJFDF\ VFJX[ H[YL  JgI 5|F6LVM DF.GL\U lJ:TFZDF\ VFJL HFI GCL VG[  JgI 
5|F6LVMGF ;\Z1F6 DF8[  S\5GL £FZF H\U, BFTF ;FY[ D/LG[ ;\Z1F6 IMHGF AGFJJFDF\ VFJX[P  
 
S\5GL £FZF SZJFDF\ VFJTL ;LPV[;PVFZP 5|J'lTDF\ UFDGF ,MSM ;FY[ D/L T[DGL H~ZLIFT 
D]HAGL 5|J'lTVMG[ ;FD[, SZJFDF\ VFJX[P 
 
 
VFEFZ ;C 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 
 

  



Annexure D 29

To,
Mahipatsinh B. Varu
Sarpanch
Kagvadar Gram Panchayat
District, Jafarabad
Amreli.

Your queries are not related to proposed project, however, following are our submission

Proper fencing is done around the mining area so that, wild animal should not enter the
mining premises.
As our practice all CSR Activity is being by mutual consent with the villagers

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 30

To,
Arjanbhai Anandbhai Solanki
Naranbhai Anandbhai Solanki
Village: Babarkot
District, Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

Your queries are not related to proposed project

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 31

To,
Shree Anakbhai C Sankhat
Babarkot Gram Panchayat
Babarkot, Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

Thevenue for public hearing is selected by State Govt. Authorities.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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�ાદ�શીક અિધકાર�, �જુરાત ��ુષણ િનય�ંણ બોડ�, ભાવનગર 

 

  



Annexure D 32

To,
J K Varu
Sarpanch
Bala ni Vav Gram Panchayat
Village : Bala ni Vav, Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 33

To,
Jafarabad Taluka Panchayat
Mashribhai Manubhai Bhaliya
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,
Preference to the local people for Employment according to the eligibility.
Proper fencing will be done around the mining area so that, will life animal will not be able
to enter the mining premises and Wild life conversation plan will be prepared with the help
of Forest Department.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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�ાદ�શીક અિધકાર�, �જુરાત ��ુષણ િનય�ંણ બોડ�, ભાવનગર 

 

  



Annexure D 34

To,
Sarpanch
Kagvadar Gram Panchayat
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 35

To,
Shree Tatakalik Hanumanji Garib Mandal Trust,
Village: Mitiyala
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 36

To,
Shree Jafarabad Samast Kharva Samaj
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 37

To,
Shree Jafarabad Samast Tadpda Koli Gyati
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 38

To,
Babarkot Seva Sadan Gram Panchayat
Village: Babarkot
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 39

To,
H. Bamaniya
Village: Vandh
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 40

To,
Badhabhai Punabhai
Village: Babarkot
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 41

To,
Khimabhai Godabhai Sankat
Village: Babarkot
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 42

To,
Rakhabhai Babubhai Bamania
Village: Mitiyala
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 43

To,
Naranbhai Savabhai
Village: Babarkot
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

We are very thankful for your recognition of our efforts regarding environment protection &
developmental activities in surrounding area, we will continue the same in future.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 44

To,
Shree Anakbhai C Sankhat
Sarpanch Shree
Babarkot Gram Panchayat
Babarkot, Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,

Your maximum queries are not related to proposed project; however, our answer are as
under:
Proposed mining lease doesn’t come under CRZarea. All the activities related to
conservation of flora and fauna and green benl and plantation shall be done as per draft
EIA report.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 45

To,
Vijay N. Solanki
Village: Babarkot
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,
Your queries are not related to proposed project; however, our answer are as under:
In the Unit, maximum employees are from Babarkot village and Preference is given to the
local people for Employment as per eligibility criteria. More than 80 %  peopleemployed in
the Unit are from local area.
Company is already providing apprentice from local only.
Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 46

To,
Manubhai R. Shiyad
Village: Varhasvarup
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,
Your queries are not related to proposed project; however the private Land is purchased in
proposed mining lease has been done by mutual consent and according to the Government
norms.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 47

To,
Koli Sena Gujarat Varhasvarup
Village: Varhasvarup
Taluka: Jafarabad
Amreli.

Sir,
Your queries are not related to proposed project; however More than 80 % of the
employment is provided from local villages as per the eligibilitycriteria..

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 48

To,
Vipul N Lahiri
District: Amreli.

Sir,

We welcome your suggestions and will make effort to include the suggestion in final EIA
report.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 49

To,
Lakhabhai Jadhav
Village: Babarkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,
Detailed of all the activities related to proposed mines is given in the draft EIA report and it
will be implemented accordingly like ground water recharge, rain water harvesting,
plantation or green belt, wild life conservation etc.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 50

To,
Kalubhai K. Vagh
Village: Rampara -2
Sub-distric : Rajula
District: Amreli

Sir,
Following are the answers for your questions:

1. Company does not conduct any illegal mining.
2. Complete backfilling is not possible. After mining it will be used for water conservation.
3. Due to mining there will not be any increase in mining.
4. Mining in the proposed mining lease will be done according to Government rules and

regulation.
5. Control blasting is done during mining.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 51

To,
Chatiben Khimabhai Vala
Village: Babarkot
District: Amreli

Sir,

Mining lease of the proposed project consist of private and govt. waste land. Land
acquisition is done by mutual consent.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 52

To,
Nanabhai Radhabhai Solanki
Village: Babarkot
Sub-district:Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Mining lease of the proposed project consist of private and govt. waste land. Land
acquisition is done by mutual consent. Your issues will be resolved by mutual consent with
company.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 53

To,
Chetan Navneetrai Vyas
Village: Bherai
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

According to EIA notification the proposed mining lease falls under category B.

Map showing the distance of various places from the proposed mining is given in the draft
EIA report.

Water samples are taken from the present water resources in the study area.

Map showing the distance of various places from the proposed mining is given in the draft
EIA report.

In the proposed mining lease air monitoring is done according to the wind direction.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 54

To,
Chetan Navneetrai Vyas
Village: Bherai
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Two different mining lease has been granted by Government to the company. So, we have
applied for two different environment clearance permission. These proposed mining leases
are less than 50 hectares, so they fall under category B and environment clearance will be
granted by State Government.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 55

To,
Anakbhai Chanabhai Sankhat
Sarpanch
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Two different mining lease has been granted by Government to the company. So, we have
applied for two different environment clearance permission. These proposed mining leases
are less than 50 hectares, so they fall under category B and environment clearance will be
granted by State Government.

Hence your observations are inappropriate.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar

,
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Annexure D 56

To,
Babubhai Bhagwanbhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Plantation will be done as per rules and regulation of the Govt.

Due to mining there is no serious problem for the crop grown in the nearby area and for
controlling the dust regular water sprinkling will be done.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 57

To,
Bodhabhai Bhanabhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Plantation will be done as per rules and regulation of the Govt.

Due to mining there is no serious problem for the crop grown in the nearby area and for
controlling the dust regular water sprinkling will be done.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar

,
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Annexure D 58

To,
Dineshbhai Medhabhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Plantation will be done as per rules and regulation of the Govt.

Due to mining there is no serious problem for the crop grown in the nearby area and for
controlling the dust regular water sprinkling will be done.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 59

To,
Bodhabhai Bhagwanbhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Plantation will be done as per rules and regulation of the Govt.

Due to mining there is no serious problem for the crop grown in the nearby area and for
controlling the dust regular water sprinkling will be done.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 60

To,
Nileshbhai Kanabhai Bamania
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Plantation will be done as per rules and regulation of the Govt.

Due to mining there is no serious problem for the crop grown in the nearby area and for
controlling the dust regular water sprinkling will be done.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 61

To,
Rashabhai Ukabhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to this mining lease. However, Company is complying
Government Rule and regulation.

Hence your observations are inappropriate.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 62

To,
Dilubhai Rukhadbhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to this mining lease. However, Company is complying
Government Rule and regulation.

Hence your observations are inappropriate.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 

આપના �?ો આ પ�રયોજના ને લા� ુપડતા નથી તેમછતા, એ જણાવી દઈએ ક� કંપની તમામ 

િનયમ કા(નૂો (ુ ંપાલન કર� છે. 

આપના અવલોકન યોWય નથી  
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 63

To,
Kanubhai Naranbhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to this mining lease. However, Company is complying
Government Rule and regulation.

Hence your observations are inappropriate.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP &$ o 
 
5|lTzL4 
XFDHLEF. ,1D6EF. AF\E6LIF 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
DF.GL\UDF\ p0TL W]/G]\ 5|N]QF6 V8SFJJF lGIDLT 56[ 5F6LGM K\8SFJ SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P H[YL 
VFH]AFH]GF 5FS4 AULRF4 5X]v51FLG[ G]SXFG YX[ GCLP 
DF.GL\UGF ,LW[ SM.56 ZMU GM\WJFDF\ VFJ[, GYLP  
DF.GL\UGF ,LW[ 5F6LGL ;[,[GL8LDF\ JWFZM YTM GYLP 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 64

To,
Shamjibhai Lakshmanbhai Bambhania
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to this mining lease. All the activities carried out as per norms
prescribed by government authorities and due to mining activity there is no occupational
disease has been recorded.There is no effect on nearby crop, birds and animals.

Due to present water reservoir at mines, no increase in salinity of water.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP &5 o 
 
5|lTzL4 
ZMCLTEF. DW]EF. ;F\B8 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
DF.GL\UDF\ p0TL W]/G]\ 5|N]QF6 V8SFJJF lGIDLT 56[ 5F6LGM K\8SFJ SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P H[YL 
VFH]AFH]GF 5FS4 AULRF4 5X]v51FLG[ G]SXFG YX[ GCLP 
DF.GL\UGF ,LW[ SM.56 ZMU GM\WJFDF\ VFJ[, GYLP  
DF.GL\UGF ,LW[ 5F6LGL ;[,[GL8LDF\ JWFZM YTM GYLP 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 65

To,
Rohitbhai Madhubhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Annexure D 64

To,
Shamjibhai Lakshmanbhai Bambhania
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to this mining lease. All the activities carried out as per norms
prescribed by government authorities and due to mining activity there is no occupational
disease has been recorded. There is no effect on nearby crop, birds and animals.

Due to present water reservoir at mines, no increase in salinity of water.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP && o 
 
5|lTzL4 
GFHFEF. DW]EF. ;F\B8 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
S\5GL £FZF ;ZSFZGF lGTLvlGIDM D]HA H DF.GL\U 5|J'lT SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  
S\5GL £FZF SM. ALG SFIN[;Z DF.GL\U 5|J'lT SZJFDF\ VFJTL GYLP 
;ZSFZzL £FZF DFgI YI[, DF.GL\U lJ:TFZ l;JFI ALHF SM.56 lJ:TFZDF\ DF.GL\U SZJFDF\ 
VFJT]\ GYLP 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 66

To,
Najabhai Madhubhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to this mining lease however Company does mining activities in
accordance to the Government norms.

Company does not do any illegal mining.

Mining activities are done in the mining lease granted by the Government.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP &* o 
 
5|lTzL4 
SZXGEF. EF6FEF. DSJF6F 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
S\5GL £FZF ;ZSFZGF lGTLvlGIDM D]HA H DF.GL\U 5|J'lT SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  
S\5GL £FZF SM. ALG SFIN[;Z DF.GL\U 5|J'lT SZJFDF\ VFJTL GYLP 
;ZSFZzL £FZF DFgI YI[, DF.GL\U lJ:TFZ l;JFI ALHF SM.56 lJ:TFZDF\ DF.GL\U SZJFDF\ 
VFJT]\ GYLP 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 67

To,
Karsanbhai Bhanabhai Makwana
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to this mining lease however Company does mining activities in
accordance to the Government norms.

Company does not do any illegal mining.

Mining activities are done in the mining lease granted by the Government.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP &( o 
 
5|lTzL4 
5|lJ6EF. ,1D6EF. AF\E6LIF 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
S\5GL £FZF ;ZSFZGF lGTLvlGIDM D]HA H DF.GL\U 5|J'lT SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P  
S\5GL £FZF SM. ALG SFIN[;Z DF.GL\U 5|J'lT SZJFDF\ VFJTL GYLP 
;ZSFZzL £FZF DFgI YI[, DF.GL\U lJ:TFZ l;JFI ALHF SM.56 lJ:TFZDF\ DF.GL\U SZJFDF\ 
VFJT]\ GYLP 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 68

To,
Pravinbhai Lakshmanbhai Bamania
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to this mining lease however Company does mining activities in
accordance to the Government norms.

Company does not do any illegal mining.

Mining activities are done in the mining lease granted by the Government.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP &) o 
 
5|lTzL4 
UMlJ\NEF. KGFEF. RF{CF6 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 

આપના �?ો આ પ�રયોજના ને લા� ુપડતા નથી તેમછતા, એ જણાવી દઈએ ક� માઈનHગ લીઝ 

રા|ય સરકાર bારા આપવામા ંઆવેલી’ છે. અને ફeત લીઝ િવ+તાર મા ંજ માઈનHગ કરવામા ં

આવશે. આ લીઝ મા ંકોઈ ગૌચર નો સમવેશ થતો  
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 69

To,
Govindbhai Chanabhai Chauhan
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to this mining lease however Company does mining activities in
accordance to the Government norms.

Company does not do any illegal mining.

Mining activities are done in the mining lease granted by the Government.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP *_ o 
 
5|lTzL4 
UMN0EF. 5F\RFEF. ;F\B8 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 

આપના �?ો આ પ�રયોજના ને લા� ુપડતા નથી તેમછતા, એ જણાવી દઈએ ક� માઈનHગ લીઝ 

રા|ય સરકાર bારા આપવામા ંઆવેલી’ છે. અને ફeત લીઝ િવ+તાર મા ંજ માઈનHગ કરવામા ં

આવશે. આ લીઝ મા ંકોઈ ગૌચર નો સમવેશ થતો  
 
 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 70

To,
Godabhai Panchahai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to proposed mining lease however Proposed mining lease has
been granted from State Government and mining will be done within mining lease only.
There is no Gauchar Land involved in proposed mining lease.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory

Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar

,



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP *! o 
 
5|lTzL4 
GZ[X 0LP ;F\B8 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 

આપના �?ો આ પ�રયોજના ને લા� ુપડતા નથી તેમછતા, એ જણાવી દઈએ ક� માઈનHગ લીઝ 

રા|ય સરકાર bારા આપવામા ંઆવેલી’ છે. અને ફeત લીઝ િવ+તાર મા ંજ માઈનHગ કરવામા ં

આવશે. આ લીઝ મા ંકોઈ ગૌચર નો સમવેશ થતો  
 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 71

To,
Naresh D. Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to proposed mining lease however Proposed mining lease has
been granted from State Government and mining will be done within mining lease only.
There is no Gauchar Land involved in proposed mining lease.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP *Z o 
 
5|lTzL4 
lNG[XEF. DG]EF. 5ZDFZ 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 

આપના �?ો આ પ�રયોજના ને લા� ુપડતા નથી તેમછતા, એ જણાવી દઈએ ક� માઈનHગ લીઝ 

રા|ય સરકાર bારા આપવામા ંઆવેલી’ છે. અને ફeત લીઝ િવ+તાર મા ંજ માઈનHગ કરવામા ં

આવશે. આ લીઝ મા ંકોઈ ગૌચર નો સમવેશ થતો  
 
 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 72

To,
Dineshbhai Manubhai Parmar
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to proposed mining lease however Proposed mining lease has
been granted from State Government and mining will be done within mining lease only.
There is no Gauchar Land involved in proposed mining lease.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP *# o 
 
5|lTzL4 
NFN]EF. HLJFEF. ;F\B8 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 

આપના �?ો આ પ�રયોજના ને લા� ુપડતા નથી તેમછતા, એ જણાવી દઈએ ક� માઈનHગ લીઝ 

રા|ય સરકાર bારા આપવામા ંઆવેલી’ છે. અને ફeત લીઝ િવ+તાર મા ંજ માઈનHગ કરવામા ં

આવશે. આ લીઝ મા ંકોઈ ગૌચર નો સમવેશ થતો  
 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 73

To,
Dadubhai Jivabhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to proposed mining lease however Proposed mining lease has
been granted from State Government and mining will be done within mining lease only.
There is no Gauchar Land involved in proposed mining lease.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP *$ o 
 
5|lTzL4 
EZTEF. BM0FEF. 5ZDFZ 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 

આપના �?ો આ પ�રયોજના ને લા� ુપડતા નથી તેમછતા, એ જણાવી દઈએ ક� માઈનHગ લીઝ 

રા|ય સરકાર bારા આપવામા ંઆવેલી’ છે. અને ફeત લીઝ િવ+તાર મા ંજ માઈનHગ કરવામા ં

આવશે. આ લીઝ મા ંકોઈ ગૌચર નો સમવેશ થતો  
 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 74

To,
Bharatbhai Khodabhai Parmar
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to proposed mining lease however Proposed mining lease has
been granted from State Government and mining will be done within mining lease only.
There is no Gauchar Land involved in proposed mining lease.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP *5 o 
 
5|lTzL4 
;\HIEF. J[,FEF. JFW[,F 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
S\5GL £FZF DCTD ZMHUFZL IMuITFGF WMZ6 5Z :YFlGS ,MSMG[  VF5JFDF\ VFJX[P 
 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 75

To,
Sanjaybhai Velabhai Vaghela
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,
Your queries are not related to proposed mining lease, however, Preference to the local
people will be given for Employment as per the eligibility criteria.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP *& o 
 
5|lTzL4 
DGMHEF. AFA]EF, EF,LIF 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
VF 5|`G ;]lRT 5|MH[S8 DF8[ ,FU] 50TM GYLP S\5GL £FZF DCTD ZMHUFZL IMuITFGF WMZ6 5Z 
:YFlGS ,MSMG[ H VF5JFDF\ VFJX[P 
 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 76

To,
Manojbhai Babubhai Bhalia
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,
Your queries are not related to proposed mining lease, however, Preference to the local
people will be given for Employment as per the eligibility criteria.

Thanking you,

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP ** o 
 
5|lTzL4 
HU]EF. EUJFGEF. ;F\B8 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
VF 5|`G ;]lRT 5|MH[S8 DF8[ ,FU] 50TM GYLP S\5GL £FZF DCTD ZMHUFZL IMuITFGF WMZ6 5Z 
:YFlGS ,MSMG[ H VF5JFDF\ VFJX[P 
 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
  



Annexure D 77

To,
Jagubhai Bhagwanbhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,
Your queries are not related to proposed mining lease, however, Preference to the local
people will be given for Employment as per the eligibility criteria.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP *( o 
 
5|lTzL4 
HI\lT UE~EF. 5ZDFZ 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
VF 5|`G ;]lRT 5|MH[S8 DF8[ ,FU] 50TM GYLP S\5GL £FZF DCTD ZMHUFZL IMuITFGF WMZ6 5Z 
:YFlGS ,MSMG[ H VF5JFDF\ VFJX[P 
 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 78

To,
Jayanti Ghabrubhai Parmar
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to proposed mining lease, however, Preference to the local
people will be given for employment as per the eligibility criteria.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP *) o 
 
5|lTzL4 
Vl`JGEF. D\UFEF. ;F\B8 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
VF 5|`G ;]lRT 5|MH[S8 DF8[ ,FU] 50TM GYLP S\5GL £FZF DCTD ZMHUFZL IMuITFGF WMZ6 5Z 
:YFlGS ,MSMG[ H VF5JFDF\ VFJX[P 
 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 79

To,
Ashwinbhai Mangabhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to proposed mining lease, however, Preference to the local
people will be given for Employment as per the eligibility criteria.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar



 

 

 

V[G[1RZ 0LP (_ o 
 
5|lTzL4 
CFNFEF. 0FIFEF. ;F\B8 
UFD o AFAZSM84 TFP HFOZFAFN4 
lH<,M o VDZ[,LP 
 
;FC[AzL4 
 
 
VF 5|`G ;]lRT 5|MH[S8 DF8[ ,FU] 50TM GYLP S\5GL £FZF DCTD ZMHUFZL IMuITFGF WMZ6 5Z 
:YFlGS ,MSMG[ H VF5JFDF\ VFJX[P 
 
 
 
VFEFZ ;CP 
 

 
VlWS'T ;CLSTF" 
 
GS, ZJFGF o 
5|FN[XLS VlWSFZL4 U]HZFT 5M<I]XG Sg8=M, AM0"4 EFJGUZP 
 

  



Annexure D 80

To,
Hadabhai Dayabhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to proposed mining lease, Preference to the local people will be
given for Employment as per the eligibility criteria.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 81

To,
Nanjibhai Bhimabhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to proposed mining lease, however, Preference to the local
people will be given for Employment as per the eligibility criteria.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 82

To,
Govindbhai Sakhabhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,

Your queries are not related to the proposed mining lease and your allegations are
inappropriate.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 83

To,
Dhirubhai Bhagwanbhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,
Your queries are not related to the proposed mining lease and your allegations are
inappropriate.

Thanking You,

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 84

To,
Rameshbhai Dadubhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,
Your queries are not related to the proposed mining lease and your allegations are
inappropriate.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 85

To,
Kalubhai Govindbhai Parmar
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,
Your queries are not related to the proposed mining lease and your allegations are
inappropriate.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 86

To,
Niteshbhai Bhagwanbhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,
Your queries are not related to the proposed mining lease and your allegations are
inappropriate.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 87

To,
Hareshbhai Medhabhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,
Your queries are not related to the proposed mining lease and your allegations are
inappropriate.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 88

To,
Haresh Munjabhai Bhamaniya
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,
Your queries are not related to the proposed mining lease, following are our submission:
Regarding employment preference to the local people will be given for Employment as per
the eligibility criteria.
Mining activities are done in the mining lease granted by the Government. Mining is being
done by surface miner and Control blasting with NONEL technology.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 89

To,
Lakhabhai Dhirubhai Sankhat
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,
Your queries are not related to the proposed mining lease, following are our submission:
Regarding employment preference to the local people will be given for Employment as per
the eligibility criteria.
Mining activities are done in the mining lease granted by the Government. Mining is being
done by surface miner and Control blasting with NONEL technology.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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Annexure D 90

To,
Veljibhai Govindbhai Parmar
Village: Babrkot
Sub-district: Jafarabad
District: Amreli

Sir,
Your queries are not related to the proposed mining lease, following are our submission:
Regarding employment preference to the local people will be given for Employment as per
the eligibility criteria.
Mining activities are done in the mining lease granted by the Government. Mining is being
done by surface miner and Control blasting with NONEL technology.

Thanking You

Authorized Signatory
Cc: The Regional Officer, Gujarat Pollution Control Board, Bhavnagar
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